
 

 

  
SIPSAW – School Improvement Plan for Student Achievement and 

Literacy- Numeracy- Wellness 
LITERACY Goal:   

 
If we focus on providing descriptive feedback for writing tasks, using the Ontario 

Writing Assessment (OWA) as an anchor for measuring our progress , then 
students will become more proficient in the ideas and content skill area of their 

narrative writing. 
 
At North Elmsley Public School, our Literacy goal for our SIPSAW is focused on the writing and 
improving our understanding and teaching the importance using the teacher provided 
descriptive feedback to develop, edit and revise their writing in the narrative form.  We are 
using a resource called “Ontario Writing Assessment” as an anchor for tracking student 
achievement, measuring progress, supporting next steps once an assessment has been 
completed.  As well, we are studying how to provide the most effective descriptive feedback, so 
students know what they need to do to improve their writing, guide them through the editing 
phase and support the production of comprehensive and polished narrative writing pieces. 

 

Plan: 
➢ examine teacher’s comfort level and experience with descriptive feedback and determine 

a growth plan 
➢ study descriptive feedback and delve deeper into what the success criteria looks like in the 

classroom 
➢ use the OWA as an anchor for our writing work (watch the modules included in the 

implementation DVD) 
➢ use the five segment videos on descriptive feedback resources from EduGains throughout 

our learning team meetings 
➢ work with students to effectively utilize the descriptive feedback to improve their writing 

 

Reflection/ Year in Review:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/aer/aervideo/descriptivefeedback.html
http://www.edugains.ca/newsite/aer/aervideo/descriptivefeedback.html


 

 

NUMERACY Goal:   
 

If we focus on identifying and using learning goals and success criteria, using the 
Alex Lawson addition/subtraction and multiplication/division continua as an 

anchor for measuring our progress, then students will move one strategy along 
the continua. 

 
At North Elmsley Public School, our Numeracy goal for our SIPSAW is focused on the 
Fundamentals of Mathematics and improving our understanding and teaching of multiple 
addition/subtraction/multiplication/division strategies for solving.  We are using a strategy 
continuum from the resource, “What to Look For” by Alex Lawson to track students progress of 
mastering new strategies and moving along the continuum to proficiency.  In addition, we are 
studying the use of purposeful planning while effectively using learning goals and success 
criteria to also support student achievement. 
 

Plan: 
➢ Implement a new program called “Mathology” and studying the teaching of strategies 

with support from our Board staff at math focus group study days  
➢ study, in depth, the Alex Lawson continuum, becoming more familiar with the various 

strategies, identifying where students fall on the continuum and how to move them along 
➢ using the EduGains resource Learning Goals and Success Criteria- video learning series, we 

will practice developing learning goals and co-constructing success criteria and how to use 
them with descriptive feedback to improve student learning and engagement 

➢ as well, we will be using the Mathematics Professional Learning Tool to support our 
learning in the areas of learning goals and success criteria as well as work with the 
continua from previous fundamentals of math sessions 

 

Reflection/ Year in Review:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesDI/ProfLearningModules2011/DiffInst_AssessmentandEvaluation/LearningGoalsSuccessCriteriaViewingGuide2011.pdf
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesDI/ProfLearningModules2011/DiffInst_AssessmentandEvaluation/LearningGoalsSuccessCriteriaViewingGuide2011.pdf
https://myucdsb-my.sharepoint.com/personal/brenda_swrjeski_ucdsb_on_ca/Documents/North%20Elmlsey%202019-2020/VP/SIPSAW/UCDSB%20Mathematics%20Professional%20Learning%20Tool.pdf
https://myucdsb-my.sharepoint.com/personal/brenda_swrjeski_ucdsb_on_ca/Documents/North%20Elmlsey%202019-2020/VP/SIPSAW/UCDSB%20Mathematics%20Professional%20Learning%20Tool.pdf


 

 

WELLNESS Goal:   
 

If we work collaboratively with our public health nurse and implement most 
aspects of the “Kindness in the Classroom” program, then student and staff 

attitudes will help shift toward a more positive school culture, students’ feelings 
of safety and belonging will increase and overall levels of student and staff 

stress will decrease. 
 
Our Wellness goal at North Elmsley Public School is one that is connected to kindness and the 
focus on positive behaviours that support our community.  In collaboration with our public 
health unit, every class will be teaching the lessons from the Kindness in the Classroom 
program that connect student behaviour to the following concepts:  

 
We are hoping to work toward a kinder, gentler school approach where all students and staff 
feel safe, connected and are excited to come to school.  This will, in turn, support the mental 
health and wellness of all stakeholders alike. 
 

Plan: 
• Study the “science of kindness” to reinforce the impact that kindness can have on overall 

mental health and well-being 

• Have classes work through the four main lessons on kindness concepts (respect, caring, 
responsibility, inclusiveness, courage and integrity) and two project activities  

• Send home an informational letter to parents to inform them of our school/classroom 
kindness initiative 

• Introduce our Kindness Calendars to school council and promote these calendars on social 
media to encourage home inclusion of our kindness goals and activities 

• Establish a Kindness club and work with members to develop random acts of kindness 
initiatives, make announcement about kindness and act as kindness leaders in the school 
and on the yard 

• Incorporate read alouds using the recommended kindness book list from the Kindness in 
the Classroom program  

 

Reflection/ Year in Review:  
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/the-science-of-kindness
https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/the-science-of-kindness

